RETRACTABLE SHADING SOLUTIONS

Beautiful shading for any budget.

sunstoppershade.com
SunStopper Shade Systems offers you two models of custom made, on-demand
retractable awnings. Convert your deck or patio space into your outdoor living room
at the touch of a button. Your uniquely crafted SunStopper retractable awning will
add charm, style and function to your home while protecting family and guests from
the harmful effects of the sun.

The Shadow PLUS
New and Improved
The enhanced Shadow Plus model now offers
an even greater degree of customization.
Create a retractable awning for your home
that is assembled here in the USA and will
fit your unique shading needs. The Shadow’s
European and domestic sourced components
allow us to construct a both rugged, but
beautiful product that is designed to last. The
Shadow PLUS is available like the Silhouette
PLUS in a variety of long lasting, first quality
Sunbrella® 100% acrylic fabrics. Don’t be
confused by low end imported units found
in retail stores or on-line! The Shadow PLUS
can be mounted on virtually any surface and
is available up to 32’ wide with 3 projection
options up to 11’6”.
Both SunStopper models come standard
with an internal tubular motor that is
operated with a handheld transmitter. The
motor also features a built-in override
feature that allows you to operate the awning
in the event of a power failure. SunStopper
awnings also come standard with an 18’
long plug-in cord, eliminating the need for an
electrician!

The Silhouette PLUS
An Added Level of Customization
The new and improved Silhouette Plus offers more customization than ever before to optimize performance while enhancing your home decor. You select from the full line of 100% acrylic fabrics available from Sunbrella’s Shade collection. These
industry leading fabrics carry a full 10 year warranty protecting your awning from rot, mildew or excessive fading. To prevent
the seams from failing, we use Tenara thread by Gore. In using this superior thread, the seams are warranted for as long as
the fabric.
The Silhouette PLUS, is available up to 40 feet wide with five projections ranging up to 11’6” feet. The arms feature Advanced
Ribbon Technology which is only found in the industry on high end retractable awning models! The arm’s internal cold wound,
high carbon springs exert almost 900 lbs. of outward force in each arm to provide you a superior looking awning that is
designed to last. The Silhouette Plus is also available with a semi cassette option which is ideal for roof mount applications.
The semi Cassette option is offered up to 22’ wide while the standard protective hood is available on models up to 40’ wide.
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THE PROTECTIVE ALUMINUM HOOD
The optional aluminum, powder-coated SunStopper
Protective Hood is available on both models. The
Protective Hood matches the frame color and will greatly
reduce the elements from affecting your investment when
retracted. The Protective Hood is highly recommended for
all roof mounting and fascia (wall) mounting applications
when no direct overhead protection exists.

SEMI CASSETTE HOOD
This protective, aluminum powder-coated Semi Cassette
Hood wraps around the unit’s fabric to provide compete
protection from the elements when retracted. This option
is only available on the Silhouette PLUS model up to 22’0”
wide. The Semi Cassette Hood is ideal for roof mount
applications.

WIDE SELECTION OF COLORS
& STYLES by
We offer the industry-leading Sunbrella acrylic shade
fabrics which are warranted from rot, mildew and
excessive fading for 10 years. These easy to clean long
lasting fabric will also provide up to 98% UV protection
from the sun, allowing you to enjoy the outdoors in safety.

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
To provide safe and effective solar protection, proper
installation is required. Your SunStopper dealer will
design and install a shading system that fits both your
budget and needs. Proper installation will provide years of
worry-free on demand shading.

UNIT COMPARISON HIGHLIGHTS
THE SHADOW PLUS

THE SILHOUETTE PLUS

WIDTH: up to 32’, in 1” increments
PROJECTION: 8’2”, 10’0”, 11’6”
MOUNTING: wall, soffit, roof
OPERATION: manual or motorized
FABRIC: over 150 patterns
FRAME: white or camel
HOOD: optional aluminum

WIDTH: up to 40’, in 1” increments
PROJECTION: 5’0”, 7’4”, 9’0”, 10’6”, 11’6”
MOUNTING: wall, soffit, roof
OPERATION: manual or motorized
FABRIC: over 150 patterns
FRAME: white, bronze, or camel
HOOD: optional aluminum
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